FALL 2017 Seminar Series

September

9.7.17 Should She Lead? Why Colleagues of Women, and Women Themselves, Often Think the Answer is No
Alison Wood Brooks, Assistant Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School; Hellman Faculty Fellow

Ashley Martin, PhD Candidate in Management, Columbia Business School

9.21.17 Intimate Violence and Sexual Violence in Chinese Societies
Jia Xue, WAPPP Fellow; PhD Candidate in Social Welfare, University of Pennsylvania

9.28.17 New Ways of Thinking About Gender and Leadership Effectiveness
Aparna Joshi, Arnold Family Professor of Management, Smeal College of Business, Pennsylvania State University

Drive Women’s and Minorities’ Sense of Belonging in Industries with Underrepresentation
Aneeta Rattan, Assistant Professor in Organizational Behavior, London Business School

Amanda Pallais, Paul Sack Professor of Political Economy and Social Studies, Harvard University

10.26.17 Gender Differences in Self- and Other-Competition
Johanna Mollerstrom, Professor of Economics, Humboldt University; Department Head, “Competition and Consumers”, DIW Berlin

October

10.5.17 Interpreting Signals: Evidence from Doctor Referrals
Heather Sarsons, PhD Candidate in Economics, Harvard University

10.12.17 Universal-Nonuniversal Meta-Lay Theories: Perceptions that

11.9.17 The Economics of Mobile Money
Tavneet Suri, Associate Professor of Applied Economics, Sloan School of Management, MIT

11.16.17 Betting the House: How Assets Influence Marriage Selection, Marital Stability, and Child Investments
Corinne Low, Assistant Professor of Business Economics and Public Policy, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania

11.30.17 Equal but Inequitable: Who Benefits from Gender-Neutral Tenure Clock Stopping Policies?
Kelly Bedard, Department Chair and Professor of Economics, University of California, Santa Barbara